
   
 

 
 

Shabbat Nahamu– July 23, 2021 – 14 Av, 5781 

Dear TBE Family and Friends, 

Earlier this week I performed the exciting but bittersweet ritual of driving my 
older son Yair to northern Pennsylvania to attend his first-ever session of sleep-
away camp.   When I mentioned to friends that we would be making this time-
honored pilgrimage, one of the most common questions it elicited was “So, is it a 
Jewish summer camp that he’s attending?”  

 “How much does that really matter?” I wondered  to myself.  “So long as he is 
eating food that we find acceptable and can keep Shabbat according to our 
family’s traditions, does he always need to be in a Jewish setting, especially if the 
purpose of his week away is to learn to swim, ride horses, play basketball and 
weave baskets?”  Having reflected on this question in light of this week’s Torah 
portion (Ve’etchanan), my answer is: not necessarily 52 weeks a year, but Jewish 
frameworks, especially all-encompassing ones like summer camps, can be an ideal 
framework in which to inculcate central Jewish values and model a Jewish way of 
being in the world.  

The Shema and V’Ahavta prayers, the earliest liturgical texts to which most Jews 
are exposed and perhaps our most central statements of belief, are taken from 
this week’s parashah.  They articulate a vision of what it means to live a “Godly 
life.”  Oddly for a faith tradition rooted in a deep immersion in sacred texts and 
preoccupied with the practice of prayer, the Shema and V’Ahavta make little 
mention of either.  Rather they emphasize the importance of bringing the tenets 
of our faith into the conduct of our daily lives. 

The V’Ahavta, in particular, states that our understanding of Torah should govern 
the way we “sit in [our] homes and walk on [our] ways”.  It demands that we 
exemplify Toraitic values in the conduct that we model for our “children” 
(perhaps best understood as “all those we guide and influence”) and in the 
conversations we have, even in our “off hours”. 



   
 

 
 

In this sense there is, as my teacher Rabbi Elliot Dorff once claimed with respect 
to his own experiences at Camp Ramah in Wisconsin, a “Jewish way” to play 
basketball.  It is an approach to sport (and life) rooted in uncompromising honesty 
and respect for one’s fellow players (in the “game” of life, one’s fellow human 
beings) – ideas which, while not unique to a Jewish setting, gain special currency 
when taught in the framework of a larger tradition and value system.   

So yes, there is, as it turns out, a Jewishly informed way to play basketball or learn 
to swim or run your business or cultivate your garden, and the Jewish character of 
these practices can – and should – run far deeper than a mere adherence to the 
halachic minutia whose true goal is (should be…) to encourage this manner of 
thought and conduct. 

I, am, therefore, gratefully the mother of a Jewish camper, whom I hope will 
return from a memorable summer imbued with memories – and values – which 
will continue to inform the way he walks the world as summer gives way to 5th 
grade in the Ithaca public schools. 

Shabbat shalom, 
Rabbi Rachel Safman 


